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There Is a growing interest recently in the electromagnetic production 
of hypemuclei l(7,K+ and (e,e'K+) reactions].1 The properties of the 
elementary transition operator remain largely unknown, however, as well as 
the relativistic hypernuclear model analysis (despite opposite claims in the 
literature). One such uncertainty, namely, the values of the coupling 
constants, has been pointed out in detail. * 

We consider here the two possible coupling schemes, pseudoscalar (PS> 
and pseudovector (PV), or ggVnTs and (gKyp/ao)76|(. for the K+Yp vertex, 
where t is the outgoing kaori four-momentum and mo-My+Mg. Based on mi 
effective Lagrangian approach, the two schemes result in two sets of Feynman 
diagrams. An important observation Is the identity of the complete 
lowest-order photoproductlon amplitude in the two coupling schemes when a11 
electromagnetic moments vanish. The electromagnetic moments should be 
excluded since chey are part of higher-order contributions. When included 
phenomenologically using a Paul!-type tern in the Lagrangian to represent 
the Interaction of the electromagnetic field with the anomalous magnetic 
moments (as done in this work), the PV and PS theories differ by an 
equivalence-breaking component of the baryon current. Numerically, this 
term has a large effect, much larger than the corresponding effect in the 
(7,IT) case. It is therefore impossible to use the lowest-order 
photoproductlon amplitude to phenomenologlcally fit the (7.K'1') data using 
the same coupling constant» for both theories. Moreover, the Kroll-Ruderman 
theorem casts doubts on the reliability of coupling constants extracted by 
means of the (7,K+) reaction. 

In a recent study,3 relativistic-model analysis of the hypernuclear 
electromagnetic production process has been presented. Here we discuss the 
effects of the relativistic scalar and vector potentials and of the 
four-component wave functions on the PS and PV cross sections calculations 
in the relativistic a-u mean field theory. Within this framework, the 
scalar (g,do) and vector (gyV) potentials modify the mass and energies of 
the hypernuclear constituents, resulting in a self-energy Sg—g*4o + 6vY 
In Ref. 2, large differences have been discovered between the PV and PS 
calculations. This is a result of the K+ coupling, similar to what has been 
obtained in reaction involving pions. For the w-nucleus case, the scalar 
potential generates a nuclear equivalence-breaking term. The effect is 
large since the scalar potential is large (around -0.5MN for nuclear 
matter). In the present case, involving K* and hypernuclei, we also have an 
additional term proportional to the difference of the nucleon and hyperon 
vector potentials (gy-g£)Vo. These effects are also large. The results at 
this level of the calculation are thus sensitive to the choice of coupling 
scheme. Those hypernuclear effects discussed here stem from 
relativistlc-aodel many-body mechanisms as well as contributions at the 
level of the elementary (7,IT) transition operator. 
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